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Offering 98 foreign languages by Sept, over 100 in 2020

| English(en) | 日本語(ja) | Русский(ru) | Українська мова(ua) | العربية (ar) |
| Deutsch(de) | Français (fr) | Español(es) | Português(pt) | 한국어 / 조선어 (ko) |
| हिंदी (hi) | Türkçe(tr) | Bahasa Melayu(ms) | Bahasa Indonesia(id) | Kiswahili (sw) |
| हिंदी (hi) | Tiếng Việt (vi) | ไทย (th) | မြန်မာ (my) | বাংলা (bn) |
| हिंदी (hi) | हिंदी (hi) | Hausa (ha) | نسیم (fa) | ئۇيغۇرچە (uy) |
| עברית (he) | Filipino (fil) | تۆرکجه (tr) | پښتو (ps) | polski (pl) |
| Umba Română (ro) | Svenska (sv) | مجاری (hu) | Shqiptar (sq) | български (bg) |
| Italiano(it) | Hrvatski jezik(hr) | Srpski jezik(sr) | Slovenský jazyk (sk) | Suomi(fi) |
| Nederlands(nl) | Norsk(no) | Íslenska(is) | Dansk(da) | ελληνικά (el) |
| Slovenščina (sl) | eesti(et) | Latviešu valoda(lv) | Lietuvių (lt) | Latina (la) |
Graduate School of Translation and Interpretation

Dating back to the joint program with the UN in 1979
Campus-wide cooperation

- Two language, two way T&I training
- Three language T&I training
International cooperation

- Degree or non-degree programs
- Dual degree programs (e.g. cooperation with Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn and Sprachen & Dolmetscher Institut München)
Collaboration with German Universities

Co-learning

Co-teaching
Collaboration with German Universities

Chinese and German students participated in mock conference together.
Collaboration with German Universities

They reported their proposals together, and will defend their theses together. They will receive dual degrees from their home and host universities.
Where’s the funding from?

• BFSU students receive financial support from the CSC.

• German students are supported by DAAD and/or CSC.
You may also apply ...
Welcome to GSTI, BFSU!
Thank you!

Email: renwen@bfsu.edu.cn